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Official Manual

- SkyEye User Manual
- SkyEye API and Programming Manual
- SkyEye Internal and Architecture
- SkyEye Testing Manual
- How to Join SkyEye Development
- FAQ

Resource

- maillist
  - skyeye-developer - discuss some bug, patch or features of SkyEye
    https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/skyeye-developer
  - skyeye-patch - Used to publish the patch
    https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/skyeye-patch
- Forum in chinese
- Android Simulator
- Ubuntu Simulator
- QT Simulator
- Release Procedure

**Misc article**

- Do dynamic compilation in parallel
- Do dynamic compilation for thumb instruction
- Do syscall simulation in dyncom framework

**Unofficial instructions shared by others**